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AN OVERVIEW OF TREATMENT AND CONDITIONING
OF LOW-LEVEL WASTES

LaVerne Trevorrow
Argonne National Laboratory
Argonne, Illinois 60439

ABSTRACT

The consideration of alternative technologies in low-level waste manage-
ment is assumed to be partly a response to current demands for lower risk in
waste disposal. One of the determinants of risk in waste disposal is the set
of characteristics of the materials placed into disposal cell';, i.e., the
products of treatment and conditioning operations. The treatment and con-
ditioning operations that have been applied to waste streams are briefly
examined. Three operations are the most important determinants of the
stability that will contribute to reducing risk at the disposal cell: com-
paction, high-integrity containers, and solidification. The status of these
three operations is reviewed.

INTRODUCTION

The following brief and general overview of the treatment and condition-
ing of low-level wastes is intended in part to provide introduction and back-
ground for the more detailed discussions of treatment technologies that are
presented later in these proceedings. The origins of the current interest in
alternative technologies seems to be partly a response to demands for lower
risk in waste disposal, partly an effort to examine all options in the process
of selecting the best, and partly a reaction to the failures of simple, tradi-
tional shallow-land burial.

Because the consideration of alternative low-level waste technologies is
partly a search for reduced risk, one must consider both disposal cell design
and the properties of the materials that are emplaced in the disposal cells.
The properties of these materials are determined mainly by treatment and con-
ditioning. For this discussion, the term "treatment" refers to operations
that transform a waste stream into a high-concentration, low-volume product to
be disposed and a low-concentration, high-volume stream that can be released
or recycled; the term "conditioning" refers to operations that transform a
waste stream into materials that are acceptable for transportation and
disposal.



Although the radioactive wastes created in energy generation, manufac-
turing, research and development, and medical applications have a wide variety
of physical and chemical characteristics, there are only three general types:
liquids, wet solids, and dry solids. The possibility of dividing dry solids
into combustibles and hardware is not considered here.

TREATMENT OPERATIONS

To be more specific, it should be noted that there are many operations
that might be performed on each of these three general waste types. The list
of operations for primary liquid waste streams is large in number and kind:
filtration, ion exchange, membrane processes, evaporation, distillation, floc-
culation, precipitation, sedimentation, centrifugation, incineration, and
calcination. Still others have been suggested that are less likely to be
frequently applied. The materials produced In treatment operations are
liquids, wet solids, and dry solids in which the radioactivity has been con-
centrated. But, in most cases, the treatment operations don't determine the
properties of the materials that go into disposal cells. In evaluating the
materials coming into a disposal facility, the disposal operator will focus
attention on the products of subsequent conditioning, not on the products of
treatment operations.

The treatment operations performed on primary wet solids are filtration,
sedimentation, drying, dehydration, incineration, and calcination; the treat-
ment operations performed on primary dry solids include shredding, baling,
compaction, and incineration. For both wet and dry solids, it is subsequent
conditioning, not the treatment operations, that determine the properties of
the materials to be emplaced in disposal cells.

A few additional treatments that might be applied to both wet solids and
dry solids are not listed here because, although they each have some advan-
tages for special types of wastes, they have had little or no use as yet by
generators of commercial low-level wastes. Examples are Dyrolysis, acid
digestion, combustion in molten salts, and vitrification.

In considering the performance of wastes in the disposal cell, our focus
narrows to conditioning. Conditioning that provides stability consists mainly
of solidification and packaging, and—for risk reduction—packaging implies
high-integrity containers. One of the treatment operations, namely compac-
tion, also produces stability in addition to its main function of concen-
trating wastes. Another treatment operation, incineration, is valuable in
solving some volume-reduction problems of waste generators, provides chemical
stability, and eliminates the risk of combustion. The product of incinera-
tion, however, 1s not considered to have physical stability; It must depend on
either packaging or solidification to reduce the risk of dispersion. Further-
more, a high fraction of combustible dry active waste seems to fall into the
Class A category of 10 CFR 61 ("Licensing Requirements for Land Disposal of
Radioactive Waste")4 and is therefore not generally one of the targets in the
effort to reduce risk. Thus, there are many processes and types of equipment



that could be applied to separate and transfer radioactivity from radioactive
waste streams, and these may be very important to the generator and fascinat-
ing to scientists and engineers. However, only a few processes provide the
stability that is important in reducing risk~i.e., compaction, packaging, and
solidification. Because these three technologies seem most important to the
performance of wastes in disposal cells, each will be described here in more
detail.

Compaction is considered by some to be a concentration process, by others
a separation process—the separation of air from wastes. Although most
nuclear plants have the traditional compactors that will crush dry active
waste into drums, the most impressive recent development in compaction has
been the introduction of high-force presses. Whereas the small compactors
apply forces of 10-15 tons to produce compaction ratios of 2-5, the larger new
machines apply 1000-2000 tons to produce compaction ratios of 8-12. As an
example, dry active wastes—which typically has a bulk density of 7-10 lb/ft -
-can be compacted by high-force compaction to densities of 60-100 lb/ft . The
new machines do not merely press the wastes into drums, they crush the drums
containing the wastes; they will reduce a DOT 17C or 17H drum from an initial
height of 34 inches to a height of 8-20 inches, depending on the contents.
High-force compaction is followed by loading the crushed drums into an over-
pack for transportation and disposal.

High-force compaction is attractive to the waste generator because the
reduced volume of the wastes results in lower shipping and disposal charges.
However, the waste disposal operator must also evaluate the compacted wastes
from the standpoint of stability and performance after they are emplaced
within the disposal cell. One factor affecting stability of compacted wastes
is the use of anti-springback devices; the disposal operator may want to
evaluate their effectiveness and possible lifetime and make some specifica-
tions regarding them in the wasce-acceptance criteria for the disposal
facility. Another concern is the possibility of freestanding water in com-
pacted wastes. In some cases, compaction is being applied to wastes that are
moderately wet; and, even for wastes that appear to be dry, the very high
forces of compaction can result in freestanding water.

It seems likely that it would be uneconomical for waste generators to
make the capital investment to have high-force compaction onsite; therefore,
it may become available mainly at central facilities or through mobile units
that would service a number of customers on a regular circuit. As nuclear
plants age, the increasing volumes of piping, equipment, and similar hardware
from maintenance and decommissioning are expected to lead to an Increase in
the use of high-force compaction.

HIGH-INTEGRITY CONTAINERS

Packaging is one of the means of satisfying the requirements of 10 CFR 61
for lifetime and stability of Class B and C wastes. The recent developments
in response to these requirements are the high-integrity containers. The



high-integrity container (HIC) is probably best defined by criteria developed
by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC).8»9 The basic NRC require-
ments for the HIC are a 300-year lifetime and physical integrity. To satisfy
the more detailed requirements in these criteria, a container must possess
such attributes as corrosion resistance, thermal stability, radiation stabil-
ity, crush strength, and water repellency.

In the past five years, a variety of examples of HICs have been devel-
oped, and several are commercially available. Most HICs are cylindrical
in shape and are built to contain volumes of 200 or 400 L (55 or 110 gal); for
special purposes, HICs with volumes up to 2000 L (528 gal) have been built.11

The HICs are sealed by such means as ring and bolt, seaming (as in the con-
struction of beverage cans), epoxy cement, and welding. The materials of
construction for HICs have included stainless steels, concrete, polymer-
impregnated concrete, composite materials based on concrete, and polyethylene.
In evaluating the use of an HIC, generators look for low cost, a low ratio of
total volume to net volume, and a low ratio of total weight to net weight.
Disposal operators, on the other hand, evaluate an HIC for handling ease,
stability, seal, lifetime, and crush strength.

One of the reasons that the use of HICs may increase is that the specifi-
cation for freestanding water in packaged waste is 1515, which is more liberal
than the specification for freestanding water associated with solidified
waste, i.e., 0.5%.

WASTE SOLIDIFICATION

The solidification of wastes involves the formation of solid blocks of a
composite material in which the waste—as pieces, particles, or droplets—is
the discontinuous phase trapped by a binder or matrix that provides the con-
tinuous phase. Solidification is the other means of meeting the stability
requirement of 10 CFR 61; its objective is to provide a waste form that
withstands the forces encountered in handling and stacking and that resists
dispersion either as a dust or leachate.

In selecting a solidification system, the waste generator is concerned
with low cost, simplicity in preparation, high loading of waste, low volume
increase, and compatibility between waste and binder. The waste disposal
operator, on the other hand, evaluates solidified waste forms for their per-
formance in the disposal cell. The disposal operator is concerned that the
solids accepted for emplacement into the disposal cell are inert to chemical
and microbial actions, will retain liquids, have a low leachability, are
resistant to radiation, and have some mechanical strength.

Two sets of problems are encountered with solidified wast s, one at the
preparation site and one at the disposal site. One of the most common prob-
lems at the preparation stage involves difficulties in getting the matrix to
solidify because of interactions between waste and binder.16 This type of
problem has typically involved wastes that contain oils, boric acid, resins,



and salts; however, most of these wastes have been solidified successfully
through the use of additives to the binders. Among the various problems
encountered at disposal sites, one that has attracted a great deal of atten-
tion is the release of species that have extreme mobility, such as tritium.
The tritium problem has been solved by packaging in nests of asphalt-coated
containers of steel and polyethylene that reduce migration to acceptable
levels. Leachability of cesium is another common problem that has been
solved generally by the addition of ion-exchanging clays to the binder. 6 » 1 8

Another common problem is the delayed release of water (weeping) from
solidified wastes some time after solidification. Because of such weeping,
the use of urea formaldehyde—once a favorite binder—has been discontinued.
With some wastes, even cement mill weep without the use of appropriate addi-
tives. The importance of preventing weeping is underscored by the regulations
that limit freestanding water in contact with solidified wastes to only O.55IL

Although cement was the first binder used for radioactive waste and
continues to be the most used, five other binders are receiving much
attention: polyesters, vinyl esters, epoxies, bitumen, and polyethylene.
These six basic binders are the basis for a longer list of solidification
systems that use a variety of additives, processing techniques, and equip-
ment. The six binders fall into two thermal categories: ambient and above-
ambient. Ambient temperatures can be used for the preparation of cement,
polyester, and vinyl ester; above-ambient temperatures are re9y'irSdJior tne

preparation of waste forms based on bitumen and polyethylene. ' Some
epoxies can be formed at ambient temperature; others—with different formula-
tions and properties—require heat.

The leachability of radioactive ions from solidified wastes varies
greatly from one chemical element to another. One of the problems encountered
in the development of solidification systems has been the performance of tests
that assign an index of leachability to the solids. Different leachability
testing procedures yield different results for the same sample; therefore,
without standardization, it is difficult to compare the performance of solids.
Three considerations form the difference between leachability tests: (1) the
use of static vs dynamic conditions, (2) the schedule for replacement of
leachate in contact with the solid sample, and (3) the corrections used for
differences in volume/surface ratio among samples of different size and
shapes. At the present time, four standard tests are recognized by different
groups of evaluators: (1) the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) test,
(2) the modified IAEA test, (3) the International Standards Organization (ISO)
test, and the American Nuclear Society (ANS) 16.1 test. The last test is
recommended by the NRC in its technical position paper on solid waste
forms. Any comparisons of leachability values in the evaluation of
solidified waste forms are valid only for values obtained from the same
standard test procedure.

In addition to leachability, strength is the othe~ major index of per-
formance of a waste form. The requirements for strength given by 10 CFR 61



are that solidified wastes have sufficient strength to bear the anticipated
weight of the overburden in the disposal cell. A more quantitative suggestion
for strength was given in an NRC technical position paper suggesting that
solidified wastes be capable of passing ASTM tests for concrete and bituminous
products. Some planners are now arguing that the original requirements for
strength were aimed at providing stability in trenches and are questioning why
they must be bound to such a requirement, if they plan to use a disposal cell
that provides its own stability.

This discussion of stability obtained through the properties of the
products of treatment and conditioning is based on the regulation of radio-
active low-level wastes as defined by 10 CFR 61 and does not apply to wastes
that contain both radioactivity and hazardous materials. Such wastes are
assumed to require regulation by (1) the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (adminis-
tered by the U.S. Department of Energy or the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commis-
sion), and (2) the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976 (adminis-
tered by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency). The management of such
wastes, and the properties that will be required of the waste forms, are still
in the process of being determined. 2

SUMMARY

The main points of this brief view of the field of waste treatment tech-
nologies are as follows. Recent consideration of alternatives in disposal of
low-level wastes has been prompted partly by demand for lower risks. One
means of serving this interest is through the properties of the products of
treatment and conditioning operations. Waste generators will evaluate waste
treatment and conditioning technologies according to criteria such as prepara-
tion costs, volume changes, and processing simplicity. At the other end of
the waste management process, disposal operators will evaluate the in-cell
performance of the products of treatment and conditioning operations.

Of the many treatment and conditioning technologies, three will be most
directly responsible for supplying the properties of stability and reduced
risk: compaction, high-integrity containers, and solidification. For com-
paction, high-tonnage presses and anti-springback devices are important recent
developments. For HICs, several designs in a variety of materials have been
developed in the past five years and their use is expected to increase. For
solidification systems, cement continues to be most used, but each of five
other binder materials has its own advantages—depending on the character-
istics of the wastes to be solidified.
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